**OUR MILESTONES & ACHIEVEMENTS**

- **2007**: Setting-Up
- **2010**: Catalogue of compilation and analysis of degree studies (Masters) in nuclear topics that are being taught in Spain.
- **2011**: Analysis of nuclear job-oriented training capabilities in Spain.
- **2015**: Setting-up of Knowledge-Management Task Force

**WHAT ARE OUR OBJECTIVES?**

- **Promote the coordination of national nuclear energy E&T programmes**
- **Assist the launch of advanced R&D and Innovation projects in E&T to enhance the nuclear capabilities**
- **Support and Coordinate Spanish participation in international E&T programmes (UE, EUROSafe, ENSTTI, OIEA)**
- **Boost the accreditation of on-the-job training**

The training capability catalogue of the Spanish industry is accessible to the public through the CEIDEN website.
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